Model 282 - C-Hook

C-Hooks are designed to handle coils in the eye horizontal position and are available in a wide range of capacities and coil sizes and design styles. C-Hooks are custom designed per application.

PRODUCT FEATURES:
- High tensile strength alloy steel plate minimizes physical size.
- Counter balanced to hang level when empty.
- Inside radius on hooks avoid coil edge contact.
- Curved coil support on lower arm is standard.
- Guide handles for ease of coil positioning.
- Handles a wide range of coil widths.

PRODUCT OPTIONS:
- Replaceable urethane facing available for additional coil protection.
- Recessed counterweight for close stacking.
- Long carrying arm style for multiple slit coils.
- High temperature environment capability.
- Storage stand.

NOTE: To request a price quotation on your specific application, please fill in the Coil Handling Application Evaluation on page B.9 or online at www.caldwellinc.com/applications.